Santa Lucia

Though long comes darkness
"The night may wax long.

The steps of heavy night,
Hope, she is bringing,
Soon shall she flee
Valleys in shadow,
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Sun-light, the earth forgets;
Hear now, the maid in white,
Sun-light I can foresee,
Shadows are
Silently
Over the

falling.
How-ever dark the night,
Wing-ing,
Hushed wonder in the air,
Mead-ow,
The sun will come again!
13 F7 Bb/F Bb
Rising with candles bright; Santa Lucia!
Lights glowing in her hair.
Rise in the sky to reign!

16 F7 Bb
ci-a! Santa Lucia. How-ever
Hushed wonder
"The sun will

dark the night, in the air, come again! Ris ing with candles bright, Lights glow ing in her hair, Rise in the sky to reign!"

Santa Lucia! Santa Lucia!